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letzter zeit sehr verdienstliche untersuchung- 
en erschienen, die wenigstens einige punkte 
der losung niiher bringen. Ich erwaihne die 
folgenden: Wilhelm Luft, Die Umschreibung- 
eni der fremden Namen bei Wulfila (K. Z. 
xxxv. 295 ff); eine durch ihre priignante kiirze 
angenehm auffallende arbeit, zu der schon J. 
Wright in seinein Primer (p. 244) angeregt 
hatte; Gustav Kosinna, Zur Geschichte des 
Volksnamuens Griechen (Festschrift z. Dok- 
torjubelfeier Karl Weinholds, I896, pp. 27 ff); 
G. A. Hench, The voiced spirants in Gothic. 
(Journal of Germanic Philology, i, 45 sq.); R. 
Thurneysen,Spiratntenweclsel imn Gotischen (I. 
F. viii, 208 ff). Naher an dieser stelle darauf 
einzugehen muss ich mir versagen, so sehr 
auch die oft divergierenden ergebnisse dazu 
einladen. 

Bemerkt sei noch im einzelnen, dass Streit- 
berg in seiner auffassung des h in allen stell- 
ungen als hauchlaut meiner ansicht nach zu 
weit geht; das verbietet schon die brechungs- 
erscheinung und wird durch die lange erhalt- 
ung in anderen dialekten unwaahrscheinliclh 
gemacht. Wie diese annahme schon fuirs 
urwestgermanische geltung haben soll (p. 25), 
ist mir unklar. Der Verweis (p. ioi) iuber den 
vokalismus von lauan bezieht sich auf ?7I, 
nicht ?70. snorjo hat ?I56 versehentlich ein 
kiirzezeichen erhalten. 
University of Chicago. 

H. SCHMIDT-WARTENBERG. 

SPANISH PUBLICA TIONS. 
III.! 

7. First Spanish Readings. Selected and 
edited, witlh Notes and Vocabulary, by JOHN 
E. MATZKE, Ph1. D)., Professor of Romalnic 
Languages, Leland Staniford Jr. Uniiversity. 
Boston: U.S.A. D. C. Heath & Co., I897. 
8vo, pp. iV+2I9. 

NOT often does a textbook appear under 
auspices so favorable as those that attend the 
publication of Matzke's First Spanish Read- 
ings. It is fourteen years since Knapp pro- 
duced his Spanish Readings, and although 
during that time niumerous excellent books 
for beginners in other laniguages have come 
out, no attempt has been made to provide 
I Cf. MOD. LANG. NOTES for June, 1897 (VOI. xii, cols. 

355-364). 

Spanish classes with a Reader less difficult and 
wearisome than that of Knapp. As for the 
few Spanish texts that have been edited for 
American Schools, they are not fit to be placed 
before beginners, with the one exception of 
Dofa Perfecta, a book that, notwithstanding 
the merit of the edition, has the disadvantage 
of being a continuous story of more thani two 
hundred pages, the notes to wllich, written by 
one whose studies move more especially in the 
field of literature than in that of languLage, do 
not unfrequently fail to give the information on 
matters of Spanish grammar with the exact- 
ness that must be demanded of books intended 
for the incipient learner. 

In these circumstances, the annotulncement 
of a volume of Spanislh readings, to be pub- 
lished in Heath's famous series of Modern 
Language Texts, could not but raise the ex- 
pectation that we were at last to be furnished 
with the book needed, particularly as the col- 
lection was to be selected and edited, with 
Notes and a Vocabulary, by the head of the 
Department of Romance Languages in one of 
the large institutions of tllis country, who was 
already favorably known as an editor of texts 
and a writer on intricate linguistic subjects. It 
is true that tlle editor was not before the pub- 
lic as having devoted especial attention to 
Spanish, but it was reasonable to assume that 
tlle qualities of his more ambitious earlier 
work would be displayed to still greater ad- 
vantage in this book for beginners. 

Tlle little volume lies before me, neat and 
trim like everything published by Heath, and 
the impression caused by a first glance through 
its contents is one of genuine pleasure. The 
editor has not allowed himself to be blinded 
by the reputation of the short stories of the 
foremost living authors of Spain, Valera, 
Pereda, Pardo Bazan, Coloma, and others. 
The texts he has selected, though all by 
writers of merit, are not there to serve as 
specimens of the greatest literary work of 
recent years, but to provide reading material 
for beginners in the language. Each selection 
is conmplete in itself, whereby its value is 
greatly enhanced, and witlh considerable tact 
the collection is arranged so as to begiin with 
easy texts and grow more difficult in regular 
progression. 
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The volume consists of eight stories and 
four descriptive pieces, by the following 
authors: one by FernAn Caballero; one by 
Campillo; one by Valdemoro; one by Antonio 
Flores; two by Salvador Rueda; three by 
Trueba; three by Alarc6n. The selections 
vaty in length between two and sixteen 
pages, occupying in all one hundred and four- 
teen pages, accompanied by twenty-seven 
pages of Notes and seventy-four of Vocabulary. 
The names of the authors guarantee a pleas- 
ing Variety of subject-matter and of style, and 
several of the selections (namely, Caballero's 
El Carlanco, Alarc6n's La core/a de ilaves 
and Una conversacidn en la Alhambra, True- 
ba's La porteria del cielo, Rueda's Itumi?ea- 
cidn en la Alhambra and La feria de Sevilla, 
and 'above all Valdemoro's Tapdn, which is 
one of the gems of modern Spanish literature) 
are kniown to be, each in its line, very clever 
pieces of literary workmanship. 

When, however, I look more closely at the 
selections in order to find out how they will 
do as reading-matter for beginners, my first 
impression of gratification is somewhat modi- 
fied, for the wvriter's talent is not the only 
factor that gives valiue to a text for class use. 
Campillo's Elbergantin Carild is a Machwerk, 
the author of which has evidently cudgeled 
his wits to spread out his narrative to the 
greatest possible number of pages, at the 
same time disfiguring it by offenses against 
syntax, as, on p. 32, 1. I-3; p. 39,1. 20-22; p. 
42, 1. 6-8. Yet, in spite of these defects, the 
piece can be used to advantage in teaching 
Spanish to beginners, because it is a contin- 
uous story with a simple subject that can be 
fully appreciated by the student when he has 
made the translation. On the other hand, 
Alarc6n's Lo que se oye desde una si/la del 
Prado is a good specimen of a humorous news- 
paper-article and written in correct language, 
but I have doubts as to its fitness for a class 
of beginners. It conlsists of snatches from 
conversations that bear no relation to one an- 
other,and the detached phrases are too short to 
arouse interest. In conisequence, the learner 
derives no aid from the passage that has pre- 
ceded for the understanding of the next; lhe 
plods through the piece as if he were reading 
a few pages of a dictionary, and his attentioln 

is, moreover, continually diverted by a multi- 
tude of notes on what tlle Germans call Realia. 
I appreciate, as fully as does the editor, the 
inmportance of making the student acquainted 
with the history and the characteristics of the 
country whose language he is studying, but I 
fear it is premature to make the reading serve 
to convey information on those subjects when 
the class has scarcely entered upon its study 
of the language and is picking out one 
word at a time with the aid of vocabulary and 
grammar. It seems to me that, however great 
the temptation to tell the student of all that is 
worth knowing about Spain and the Spaniards, 
the time for such an understanding has not 
come until he begins to feel somewhat at home 
in the la nguage and is able to read with only 
an occasional handling of the dictionary. " Il 
ne faut pas chasser deux lapins A la fois," and 
in obedience to this principle I am willing, if 
need be, to go so far as to measure the fitness 
of a text as reading for beginners by the pro- 
portion between its length and that of the 
notes on Realia needed for its elucidation. 

Witlh particular force do these remarks ap- 
ply to Flores' Un dia de oros en MAadrid. 
Little though the student knows about Spain, 
he has heard of bull-fights and likes to hear 
more about them. But although I myself am 
deeply under the spell of that most fascinat- 
ing of spectacles, Flores' article strikes me as 
being as much out of place in a reading-book 
for beginners in Spanish as a description of 
an assaut d'armes at Joinville, of a Commers 
at Jena, or of a, Thanksgiving game at New 
York, would be in a, Reader for beginners in 
French, German, or English, though each of 
these events is characteristic of the country 
wlhere its scene is.laid. The piece needs a 
mass of commentary, perhaps even illustra- 
tions, to become initelligible, and the futility 
of the attempt to make the matter clear to the 
uninlitiated becomes painfully apparent wlhen 
we find that the notes, which it miiust have 
cost the editor no small amount of labor to 
comiipile, are inexact in maniy instances. This 
is not the place for a treatise on bull-figlhts 
with a view of correcting the editor's notes; 
besides, I should hesitate to try nmy lhand 
tlhereat, for althouglh I have some iniformiationi 
about bull-figliting, I amn well aware of the 
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scantiness of my knowledge in a matter so 
complicated that there is reason to doubt 
whetlher a foreigner ever has fully understood 
it. Moreover, it nmatters not whether the stu- 
dent gets wrong notionis about bLhll-fighting, 
for he will never know anything about it un- 
less he has time, money, patience, and oppor- 
tunity, to make a special study of this art 
which, mnuatis mnutandis, is of no less magni- 
tude than painting or music. But it is a fair 
question whether a beginner's time may not 
be more usefully employed in learning Span- 
ish. That the study, though too often consid- 
ered easy, is difficult enough to need the stud- 
ent's undivided attention, is sufficiently exem- 
plified by the fact that (con perd6n sea dicho) 
the editor's knowledge of the laniguage, is not 
without blenmish as will be seen when we come 
to speak of the Notes and the Vocabulary. 

Trueba's La porteria del cielo does not 
need more than two or three notes on Realia; 
nevertheless, I could wislh it had been omitted 
from the Reader, although I greatly like this 
story. With the exception of certain articles 
by Selgas, Trueba's stories are the most diffi- 
cult modern-Spanish prose that I know, 
full as they are of slang expressions, plays 
upon words, and witty allusions, to which it 
often is exceedingly hard to find a clue, be- 
cause the dictionary leaves us in the dark 
when we are in greatest need of its guidance, 
and La porteria del cielo, though by no means 
the most difficult of the author's tales, is a 
good illustration of wlhat I have said. This 
circunmstance does not in itself unifit the story 
for a place in the Reader, for the book has 
Notes anid a Vocabulary where all obscure 
points catn be cleared up, to the great benefit 
of the learner, and to no small satisfaction for 
an editor wvho has succeeded in seeing hiis way 
where others helplessly grope about. But it 
so happens that maany of the difficulties that 
occur in this story are not touched upon in the 
Notes and in the Vocabulary, while the ex- 
planation of the more intricate ones which the 
editor notices is unfortunately incorrect. Now, 
if this is the best the editor of suclh a text can 
do, the text in itself must also be considered 
too difficult for the beginner, the more so, as 
the latter is not in a position to read Spanish 
books until every doubtftul point of language 

that comes up in this story is satisfactorily 
settled. 

Of a very different order is Rueda's Ilumi- 
nacid4n en la A/halnbra. The author, in a pas- 
sage quoted by the editor, declares that the 
piece was written as an effort in " word-paint- 
ing." As might be expected, Rueda's sketch 
is rather difficult reading, so much so that the 
reader has to exercise a deal of attention in 
order not to lose the thread in this labyrinth 
of words which, even when carefully done into 
English, will remain a mystery to some of our 
students. Still, as the piece is one of the last 
in the volume and can be correctly translated 
if the student will but apply hiinmself, the text 
can be turned to good account and be of three- 
fold utility. Namely, in the first place the stu- 
dent is made to use his ingenuity in puzzling 
out the constructions unusual to him; secondly, 
it may give him satisfaction and encourage- 
ment that by this time lhe has nmade enoughi 
progress to cope with a text so avowedly diffi- 
cult for beginniers; and last, not least, the 
teacher gets an opportunity to tell him, that if 
he works on in Spanish anid learns enough to 
read with ease a piece of this sort, he will 
after a due amioLunt of further study in the 
more recondite matter of syntax, be fairly 
equipped to enter upon the reading of really 
difficult texts. For it is of great importance 
that the prevailing impression that Spanish is 
easy, be dispelled, the sooner the better, 
otherwise no one, and least of all the student, 
will take the sttudy seriously and work on it as 
he should work. 

The restrictions which I have placed upon 
the value of a few of the selections as readinig- 
matter for beginners do not militate against 
the fact that, the texts as a whole, well deserve 
a word of hearty comnmendation. It is by no 
means an easy task to find enough suitable 
material to make up a volume of this sort, and 
while here and there the editor's choice has 
failed to meet with my full approval, this is 
chiefly due to the circumstance that we differ 
as regards the advisability of making the 
reading, at so early a stage, serve the double 
purpose of teachlinlg language and of impart- 
ing information on other matters. This much 
is certain, that Matzke's. Reader is readable, 
and herein the volultme has a great advantage 
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over Knapp's, the possibility not being ex- 
cluded that some teachers will like best the 
very pieces that do not impress me favorably. 

As for the form in which the texts are laid 
before us, the editor says in the Preface, that 
lhe has introduced the modern system of ac- 
centuation throughout, but that otherwise he 
gives the texts such as they appear in the 
books from which they are taken. This surely 
would seem to be the proper course to pur- 
sue, were it not that a few of the selections 
are drawn from books published before the 
present rules for spelling Spanish went into 
force. Besides, a prinited book is almost sure 
to contain misprints, and there is no advan- 
tage in repeating them in a reprinit for school 
purposes. I am confident that an editor of a 
nmodern French text for beginners would not 
hesitate to make his edition follow the pres- 
ent standiard of spellinig, even where the book 
which he reprints deviated therefrom. Neither 
wouLld lhe reproduce evident misprints in let- 
ters or in punctuation; in fact, I doubt wlhether 
he would abstain from correcting mtisspellings 
or faulty punctuation in the author's manu- 
script. This being posited. I believe that 
Spanish texts for beginners should be treated 
in like maniner because, if we do otherwise, 
the learnier's task is made needlessly difficult. 
As a striking instance in point, I have a book 
before me printed only twenty five years ago, 
where are found the spellings expiar for 
espiar and revelar for both rebelar and 
revelar. Wouild it be undue presumption on 
my part if, when reprinting that text for be- 
ginners, I should change the faulty spelling, 
even though the author's manulscript were at 
hand to prove that he actually wrote incor- 
rectly? It is difficult to imagine that anyone 
could take me to task for thus rendering a 
service to the learner for whomn my edition 
should be initended. 

Of course, examiples so forcible are rare, 
and it is but just to say that Matzke's Reader 
does niot furnish cases of such gravity. But 
in view of the surprises which each successive 
Spanish textbook has in store for us, it seems 
important tthat an editor's right (or shall we 
say duty ?) to perfect his Spanish texts, be 
uniderstood as clearly as it is in regard to 
Fretnch. 

Of the books from which our editor has 
drawn hiis selections I have few at hand, and it 
is curious to note how faithfully the texts have 
been reprinted. On p. 49, 1. 1o, and p. 56, 1. 
7, a comma stands after que; on p. 72, 1. 6, a 
comma afterfzW; on p. 8o, 1. 8, a comma after 
trabajos, precisely as in the originals, and in 
each case it is wrong. In the same manner, 
the faulty punctuation on p. 85, 11. 28-29 is 
carefuLlly reproduced, and p. 86, 1. 3I has 
Moiiaria, although Trueba himself, in the 
Erratas to his Narracionies Populares,changes 
it to AMananaria. On p. 30, between 1. I3 and 
14, a line of dots is wanting, just as in the 
original, and it seemns probable that the origi- 
nals are also to blame for the faulty punctu- 
ation on p. 34, 1. 7; for the mistake on p. 33, 
1. io, wlhere the words " i Loado sea Dios! " 
shouLld be transferred to the next paragraph; 
and for the capital in the word mnadre in El 
Carlazco, not only when it nmeans a ' nun ', 
but also wlhen it means a ' mother.' 

As was to be expected, the spelling of the 
texts is reproduced with a scrupulousness equal 
to that of the punctuation, and double forms, 
such as abispa and avispa, esfoner anid ex- 
potter, expectador and espectador, are met in 
the volume, the last two even occurring in the 
same piece (p. 40, 1. j8, and p. 45, 1. 33). This 
is not in itself a serious defect, the less so, 
since the Vocabulary records the double fornms. 
But we also find calidad and cuali dad, between 
whiclh a distinction exists that is not pointed 
out by the Vocabulary, and as the student is 
utnder the impresssion that a difTerence of 
spelling is not a matter of conse(luence, he will 
assumne that the two words can be used inter- 
changeably. Witl this example before us, it 
would seem better to make the spelling uni- 
formi. The only good I can discover in hav- 
ing the double forms, is tlhis, that a careful 
teaclher tlhus finds occasion to draw attention to 
certain features of' Spaniislh pronunciation and 
spellinig that otlherwise miglht not come up for 
special consideration. If this is an advantage, 
we miiust also approve of word-divisions like 
anmi- I stad (p. I, 1. 2); pidi- I endo (p. 32, 1. 8); 
proporci- I onar (p. 34, 1. 20); itn- I strumeuitos 
(p. 65, 1. 8); do- I scienitos (p. 74, 1. [4); vici- 
osos (i). 84, 1. I5); tempe- I stad (p. 85, 1. 29); 
riio- I strando (p. II3, 1. 31); fu- I eroni (p. ii9, 
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at end); and misspellings like guenaz for 
giDenaz (p. 66, 1. 25, and three times in the note) 
and sige for sigue (p. 126, in note 2 to p. 30). 
The only excuse for such forms, for in other 
places the same and similar words are cor- 
rectly divided and spelt, is that they may serve 
to impress upon the beginner certain rules of 
prosody, syllabication and pronunciation; as, 
for inistanice, that no Spanish word begins with 
s followed by a consonant; that the Spaniard's 
tongue cannot pronounce such an initial com- 
bination; and that on the same principle the 
Spanish printers divide all words after instead 
of before such an s. Our text might have ftur- 
nished a very striking illustration by dividing 
Shaks- I peare (p. 25, 1. IO), as in all probability 
a Spanish printer would have done. By the 
way, Alarc6n has " Shakespeare; " if we pre- 
fer to drop the e, wliy not also change the 
spelling of Byron's Mfazzepa (p. I2, 1. 3, and 
note) to its usual form? WVe know that foreign 
words are almost always misspelt in Spanish 
books (I have a volume wlhere toilet/c is spelt 
in fouir different ways, and each time it is 
wrong), but I fail to see why this should be 
done in our reprints. 

I must beg forgiveness for dwelling so long 
upon these matters, but the principle inivolved 
is of great importance, and the sooner we 
come to a definite uniderstanding about it the 
better. I hold that our Spanish school-texts 
slhould by presented in such a form that a 
well-equipped proof-reader in Spain cannot 
improve upon it: that a list of Errata may juist 
as well be prel)ared by the editor as by the re- 
viewer; and that a perfect text without com- 
mentary is as valuable as an imperfect one 
" witli Notes," for the shortcominigs of the 
text are but an inldicationi of wlhat may be ex- 
pected of the Notes. If these, or oth1er, views 
of mine do not find favor with my readers, it 
might be worth while to have tlhem discussed, 
for our textbooks will gain by having such 
matters settled. 

Except for the points to which I have drawn 
attention, the form of the texts is quite ac- 
ceptable. On p. 62, 1. 9, les shouild be le; p. 
63, 1. 4, read ' han; ' p. ITI, 1. 29, read cru.je; 
the word silo should have an accent on p. 7, 1. 
22; p. 36,1.3; 1. 28; 1. 30; p. 38, 1. II; p. 46, 
1.8; p. 6i, 1.31; p.87,1. 2I; also '6l mismo' 

on p. 76, 1. 6; p. 75, 1. ii read 'juro a brios.' 
In a few cases an accent is wanting over a 
capital letter, and words ending in tn do not 
always have the right accent, but blemishes 
like these are trifling and can easily be re- 
moved. 

The study of the Notes and the Vocabulary 
now being in order, I beg leave to quote once 
more from the Preface, where the editor says: 
"The Notes are explanatory of the subject- 
matter as well as of grammnatical difficulties. 
Whatever could be included in the Vocabulary 
has been placed tlhere, and I have refrained 
from infriniging upon the domain of the Gram- 
mar. " 

I have no fault to find with thiis principle, but 
let us see whether it has always been applied. 
The Vocabulary has verb-forms like estuve, 
fuit, hube, sE, tengo, va, voy; it also makes a 
separate entry for las, les, and los, altlhouigh 
the singulars were already given. Accordinig 
to the editor's plan, such forms, if given at all, 
shouild be giveni in the Notes, anid although I 
doubt the advisability of beginning to read 
when the student still nieeds help for tengo, 
huibe, atnd les, I cannot but admit that the 
learnier's task is made easier by recording stuch 
forms. But no well-definied plan has been fol- 
lowed herein, anid many forms quite as lifficuilt 
as lengo anid les; for instance, era, the first 
word in the text, or soy, tieyze, he, are not 
given. If it is deemed necessary to furniislh 
aid of this sort, every verb-form of the first 
few pages should be recorded, but this ought 
to stop when abotut a dozen pages lhave been 
read anid the class can be expected to have had 
a few lessons in granmmar. At the same time, 
if tlhe studenit kniows no Spanislh gramnmar 
whatever when he beginis to read, there are 
several graLmmatical points that should have 
received attention in the Notes, the more so 
as nlot every grammar deals with them. One 
of the first rules wvhich a student learns is that 
which prescribes a preposition d before a direct 
object of person. On p. 5, l. io, we read: " le 
dar6 mis reinlos, mis tesoros, y hasta le dar6 
mi hija;" on the samie page, 1. 14: "ofrecia ... 
su reino y sus tesoros, y lhasta la hija; " and I. 
20: "le enviaba con ellos el salvador de la 
princesa; " while on p. 7,1. 8, there stands: "vi6 
i una abispa." The Notes do not treat these 
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passages, and it would have been interesting 
and instructive, at least to me, to see the rule 
restricted or amplified upon the strengtlh of 
these, and other, examples that occur in the 
book. Again, manv grammars say nothing of 
the position of the object pronouin when the 
verb has an auxiliary of tense or of mode, and 
a conscientiotus student who does not know 
Frenich will find difficulty in a phrase like: "se 
estaba ahogando " (p. 7, 1. 9), for his Vocabu- 
lary says: "estar... ; refl., to be detained, 
to stay." Other grammatical matters of im- 
portance come up in cases like: " NVada! 
conv6nzase V." (p. 25, 1. 13), where " nada" 
does not mean ' nothing,' just as little as on p. 
28,1. I3; p. 69, 1. 3; or p. 78, 1. I5; " j Hom- 
bre, mds valia que se ahogara ust6 que no esa 
genlte! " (p. 42, 1. i8, and comp. p. 74, 1. 3); 
"tomaba cada berrinche que metia miedo" 
(p. 47, 1. I9), where "cada" does not mean 
' every; "e Te callas,6 te dejo caer al suelo? " 
(p. 48, 1. 15); " hizo cuanito hiciera el segundo 
Sans6n " (p. 5I, 1. i6); " terminado que hubo" 
(p. 53, 1. 7); " camino de otra ciudad " (p. 55, 
l. 24), anl adverbial expression, just as similar 
ones on p. 75, 1. 23; p. 68, l. 5; p. 77,1. 6; p. 
86, 1. 21; " e Qu6 mayor orguallo para ti que el 
que tus paisaiios adnmiren la habilidad ... ? " 
(p. 56, 1. i), where " el " is an article and the 
clause that follows is its noun ; " 1 vaya Vd. al 
toro, so mandria! " (p. 66,1. 28), which vocative 
with " so " is used only in opprobrious epithets 
and has nothing to do with "1 so! "=' whoa! ' 
"hubiera querido decir cuatro palabras" (p. 
69, 1. i5); "sin occurrirsenos si 6ramos liber- 
ales 6 dejdbamos de serlo " (p. 83, 1. 8), a fre- 
quent construction in which "dejar de" is 
nmerely a fornm of the negative; " ello es 
que . . ." (p. 93, 1. 1I); " por aquello de que " 
followed by a quotation (p. IlO, 1. 14). Many 
of these points are frequently misunderstood, 
and an editor should not let the opportunity 
pass by to draw attention to them' 

While the Notes thus overlook matny gram- 
matical difficulties, they contain several thlinigs 
that properly belong to the Vocabulary. The 
Vocabuilary should furnish the exact transla- 
tion of every word and idiomatic plhrase that 
occurs in the text; the Notes should do no 
more than elucidate what a correct translation 
does not make clear. A few examples may 

not be amiss. Page 48, 1. I4, there occurs the 
exclamation: " l Que si quieres! " The note 
to the passage translates: "Will you be still ! ' 
and explains: " This is probably a syntactical 
ftusion of i que te calles! with quiero saber si 
quieres callarte." In offering this explanation, 
the editor has not heeded the fact that the 
words constitute a separate paragraph and 
have nothing to do with the speech in the nexi 
line. Here the Vocabulary should hiave noted, 
under the entry " querer: " 'i Que si quieres! 
in vain ! ' and the Notes slhould explain: 'j 
Que si quieres! stands for: [ya ves] que si 
quiieres [ya estg hecho]; that is, you have bul 
to wish it to see your wish fulfilled-one ol 
those ironical expressionis so numerous in 
Spanish.' Page 64, 1. ii has the note: "van 
pisanido hormigas, go in swarms like ants; 
that is, "all in the same direction." The Vo- 
cabulary has "pisar, to tread, to step upoII." 
If to this it had added, as it slhould : 'pisar 
hormigas, to foot it,' the note might lhave 
been omitted. Page 79, 1. 4 has the note: " l 
Con la cabeza! Probably elliptical for coIn 
la cabeza de 1)ios; compare the Spanish ' con 
todos los diablos ' and the French tdte-Dieu ! " 
Now, we kinow that oaths are plenitiful in 
Spanish, but they do not begin with the prep- 
osition 'con,' and ' con todos los demonios ' is 
abbreviated from 'vdyase con t. 1. d.' Here 
the Vocabulary should have said, under " ca- 
beza: " ' i con la cabeza! don't knock so 
hard,' and the note: 
'I con la cabeza! stands for [don't knock so 
hard, but if you insist upon knocking hard, 
you slhould knock] with your head [which, to 
judge by your actions, is harder than the 
knocker].' 

Page 74, 1. I, lhas the note: "en el caballito de 
Sani Francisco, onfoot." This translation, or 
better still, 'oIn Shanks' mare,' should have 
been placed in the Vocabulary, and the note 
should not have failed to explain the origin of 
the expression. A few additional examples 
will come uip when we treat of the Notes in 
detail. 

The editor also says that he has collected 
" all the information, hiistorical and descriptive, 
which is necessary to the best understanidinig 
of the selections. " Several passages, lhow- 
ever, pass without commenit where such infor- 
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mation would have been of value. The "Cris- 
tino " of p. 24, 1. ii, is Cristino Martos, a man 
of sufficient importance to deserve a note; the 
word " cantonales " on p. 29, 1. 4, is not made 
clear by the rendering of the Vocabulary: 
"belonging to a district," and a note should 
have treated of that commuinistic movement 
in southern Spain which, from an historical 
and a sociological point of view, is of exceed- 
ing interest. The curiouis and striking cere- 
mony of "tomar la alternativa," which for a 
bull-fighter has the same importance that the 
conferring of the Doctor's degree has for 
others, should have been described in connec- 
tion with p. 51, 1. io, and the note to p. 51, 1. 7, 
should not have failed to say that a bull-fighter 
may sometimes, at the request of the public, 
be allowed to perform a special feat not usually 
encumbent upon him. Note 5 to p. IO8 might 
have added that the tower of Madison Square 
Garden in New York is but a slightly modified 
reproduction of the upper half of the Giralda, 
and p. I12, note 3, might explain hiow " iuicho " 
can mean " tomb," for Spanish cemeteries are 
very characteristic of the country. A note 
should have been given to p. iio, 11. 18-20, 
with the quotation to which the passage refers, 
and in the same way the note to p. I1O, 1. 25, 
might have mentioned where and how Heine 
speaks of lips being similar to rlhymes. 

F. DE HAAN. 
Bryn Mawr College. 

SWASHB UCKL ING. 

TO THE EDITORS OF MOD. LANG. NOTES, 
SIRS:-I rejoice to clhronicle the debut of a 

new Etiglish word under the respectable clhap- 
eronage of the Nation-the verb "to swasl- 
buickle." Speaking of the Germans, the edi- 
tor alludes, somewhat superciliously,to " their 
swashbuckling Kaiser." 

Now as we already have " swashbuckler," 
that is, one who lays swashinig blows upon the 
bucklers of gainsayers, there seems no reason 
why a similar coinage should not arise from 
swashing buckles. Only it is not quite appar- 
ent to what particular incident in the Kaiser's 
career the editor of the Nation alludes. 

PAPYRIUS CURSOR. 
Johins Hopkins University. 

CORRECTION. 
In June issue of the current volume of this 

Journal, p. 190, COl. 379, 1. io, read: E. 2I38 
if.; 1. 22, read: Cf. p. xx ff.; last line, read: 
E. 2057 ff.; col. 379, N., 1. 3, read: Cf. ii, io; 
I3; 1. 9, read Cant. vii, 8 f.; last line, read 
or hord; col. 380, in the quotation from 
Chaucer's Boece, read: leye a rekeninge. 

FREDERICK KLAEBER. 

University of Minnesota. 

BRIEF MENTION. 
Dr. Kristoffer Nyrop's admirable work, Den 

oldfranske Heltedigtnitng, is to appear in the 
course of next year in afi English translation 
by Dr. Joseph S. Shefloe, Professor of Romanic 
Languages in The Woman's College of Balti- 
more. 'Ihe original was published in i883 in 
Copenhagen, and was translated into Italian 
by Prof. Egidio Gorra in i886. 'rhe Etnglish 
translation will be a carefully revised and cotn- 
siderably enlarged edition of the original, emi- 
bracing the results wlhich the study of the Old 
French Epic Poetry has yielded duLring the 
last fifteen years. Dr. Nyrop has assu red the 
translator of his cordial co-operatioli, and has 
already furnislhed hiim witlh a great deal of new 
material to be embodied in the work. 

The Modern Language Association of 
America will hold its fifteenth annual meeting 
at the Uniiversity of Pennsylvania, Plhiladel- 
phia, Pa., Decemiber 27, 28, 29, I897. The 
first session will begin at one o'clock p. m., 
December 27th, the last session will close 
at one o'clock p. ni., Decemiber 29th. In the 
eveniing of the first day of the cotivention an 
extra session will be held to hear the annual 
address of the President of the Association, 
Professor Albert S. Cook (Yale University); 
the subject will be "On the Province of Eng- 
lish Philology." At the regular sessionis of 
the convention, papers will be read by Adolphe 
Cohn, P. B. Marcou, Henry Wood, F. N. 
Scott, A. R. MIarsh, F. N. Robinson, W. E. 
Meade, Kenneth McKenizie, T. W. Hunt, 
Brander Mattliews, E. S. Lewis, R. Hoclhddr- 
fer, Felix E. Schellinig, T. S. Baker, Edward 
Fulton, C. G. Child, Kirby F. Smith, James 
W. Bright, W. H. Hulme, A. Jodocius, H. 
Wilkens, J. B. Hennenman, Misses Th6rose F. 
Colin, Elizabeth Woodbridge, and Eva March 
Tappan. Tlhe complete programme of the 
convenition will soonI be published and distri- 
buted. 

The Traffic Associatiotns have granted a re- 
duction of R. R. rates (Certificate Plan) from 
all points North, East, South, and West. 
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